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Yihwts’ high’in ine nasditrak henh k’int’a dilja.
Dimaldu’ k’at nasditrak.
Jo’ese miloy hwnal’onh.

That is why the tree squirrel looks as if it has cried a 

lot.

It cried for its parka.

That is the end. That is all.
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“Se nich’i notighisdoł,” ne ts’e’ notasdiyo

“I’m going back home, too,” he said, and he left.
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Dilja łonh ghiyoł
Konsa nedr gheyo

A tree squirrel was walking along.

He met a ground squirrel
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Noytalkonh hwye’ił itrih ts’e’ hidodighenech.
“Yada eko istrih?
Silak’a noytighołniy’ heye,” ne.

When it began to get light, he stopped crying.

“What am I crying for? 

He will never give it back to me.”
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Taztrak łonh dilja.
Tidz ude ghetrak dimaldu’ k’at.

The tree squirrel began crying.

He cried all night for his parka.
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Digheloyeti hits’inh mwgh neyeneyo.

He came down to him from the mountains.
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“Doghełzrune nidigha’enlinech” ne.
Dilja dide ts’e’.

“What a nice parka you’re wearing,” he told him.

The tree squirrel told him that.
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“Nide, notighisdoł,” ne.
Hwdijał notasdiyo.

“No,” he would say. “I’m going home.”

Finally he left.
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“Simaldu’ silak’a noghełnesh,” ne łonh dilja.
Dilja łonh hadohwdaneyił.

“Give me my parka,” he asked him.

The tree squirrel kept asking him.
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“Nidighaja’ nichi’i’in nizrunh,” yiłne.

He said to him, “You have a nice parka too.”
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Hwye’ił, “Nimaldu’ nidetighoghisjinech
ts’e’ ninh chu’ siheye,” ne dilja.

Then he (the squirrel) said to him, 

“I’ll wear your parka, and you’ll wear mine,” he said to 

him.
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Konsa łonh “Nide,” ne.
“Nilak’a notizghoghiłniy’ ts’e’,” ne.
“K’wda notighisdoł.
Digheloyeti hits’e’ notighisdoł.”

The ground squirrel told him, “No.”

“I will not give it to you,” he said to him. 

“I’m going home right now.

I’m going back to the mountains.”
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Hwdijał noy’taz’onh.
“Simaldu’ silak’a noghełnesh,” ne dilja.

Finally the sun started going down.

The tree squirrel said, “Give me back my parka.”
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Konsa łonh yihwts’ diynezinh.
Yats’ yitighałnech ts’e’ yilak’a yighoghełnech.

The ground squirrel was in favor of it.

He took it off and gave it to him.
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“Noy’ghe’onh da’ notighisdoł,” ne konsa.
“Se nich’i’in noy’ghe’onh da’ notighisdoł,” ne 
dilja.

“When the sun goes down, I’ll go home,” said the 

ground squirrel.

The tree squirrel said, “When the sun goes down, I’ll go 

home too.”
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Ywgh k’ohisdidatl’.

They walked around.
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